Preface

This work is published under the responsibility of Kebour Ghenna, the Executive Director of the Pan
African Chamber of Commerce and Industry (PACCI). The opinions expressed and arguments employed
herein do not necessarily reflect the official views of the Member of PACCI.

The Russia - Ukraine war is still raging. At this stage it is too soon to measure the war’s full impact on
Africa, it is clear that the repercussions will be multidimensional. For now, African countries that are
heavily dependent on food and energy imports from Russia are particularly vulnerable to economic shocks
as a result of the crisis. Additionally, rising fertilizer costs further compound these increasing food prices.
According to the U.N., Russia is the highest exporter of nitrogen fertilizer and the second-highest exporter
of phosphorous and potassium fertilizer globally.
African countries that produce fuel and gas such as Algeria, Angola, Cameroon, Republic of Congo, Egypt,
Equatorial Guinea, Libya, Mozambique, Nigeria, Senegal, Sudan, and Tanzania should be benefiting from
the resulting increase of prices.
Given the elevated levels of socioeconomic stress following the COVID-19 crisis and unfolding impacts of
climate change, the Russia - Ukraine war is enough to trigger collapse – debt distress, food shortages,
domestic production costs increase or blackouts.
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Summary
Russia’s invasion of Ukraine on 24 February 2022 and various sanctions imposed on Russia
by Western countries1 are having tremendous global repercussions, including on Africa. This
world is already experiencing COVID-19 and measures in response to the virus including
lockdowns, money printing and increases in government debts, conflicts and tensions in other
parts of the world as well as climate change and extreme weather events such as extreme
flooding or impending droughts. The Ukraine war is compounding and aggravating these
shocks.
In the short to medium term, prices in particular for energy (oil, gas), derived products
(fertilizers) and food (in particular cereals) will remain elevated. Availability might also
suffer. As a result, food insecurity is a serious concern especially for the 2022/2023 season.
Policy actions are required to mitigate any potential famine which might arise and to build
resilience for the future. Dependency on food aid is not desirable especially as development
assistance for Africa will remain stagnant or decrease with Ukraine having the main attention
of the Western world.
In the short term, the following options are suggested: (1) Explore purchases from countries
that currently maintain large wheat stocks such as India or China while ensuring that
imported wheat meets relevant quality standards: (2) Explore substitution of wheat for other
products (rice, millet, casava, beans, sweet potatoes) including encouraging the use of local
substitutes in bread production and (3) Promote intra-African trade in wheat and fertilizer and
other soil improvement products and their supply chains through reduction in tariffs and other
restrictive measures on imports from other African countries.
In the medium term, African countries could explore an agreement to stabilize global wheat
markets to be proposed in the World Trade Organization (WTO) or in BRICS. Long term
supply contracts with Russia either for cereals or fertilizer, and with Belarus for potassium
fertilizer, could be an option. This paper also provides some suggestions for the long term.
The Ukraine war also offers some opportunities. African oil, gas or fertilizer exporters could
benefit from higher prices which might compensate (indirectly) for higher wheat import bills,
but this would not apply to all African countries. Western sanctions that result in lower
purchases of Russian energy and other products (e.g. oil, wood) would imply that such
products are available for export to other countries which could offer a price or availability
advantage for African countries.
With respect to export opportunities, Western countries are likely to increase their demand of
Africa’s energy and critical raw materials in particular those imported in relatively sizeable
quantities from Russia and/or Ukraine. This would increase investment on the continent and
present export opportunities. On the other hand, if not well managed this might lead to
resource curses, fuel (existing) instability and conflicts and environmental degradation.
Russia might also change some imports from the West to other origins which could present
export opportunities for Africa.

1

The ‘West’/’Western countries’ is defined here as United States, Canada, European Union, other European
countries and Japan. These countries have imposed the most severe sanctions on Russia.
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Main impact of Ukraine war on commodities
The war in Ukraine has several impacts in commodity markets, especially cereals in
particular wheat, oil seeds, natural gas and fertilizers.

Wheat
The Russian Federation and Ukraine are prominent players in global trade of food and
agricultural products. In 2021, wheat exports by the Russian Federation and Ukraine
accounted for about 30 percent of the global market. Globally, almost 70% of wheat is used
as food.2 Wheat export prices were already increasing before the Ukraine war and have
increased even more (see Graph below).
Graph: Wheat export prices (May 2019 – May 2022)

Source: International Grains Council3
Future developments in the price depends on a range of factors, including the weather,
countries’ reactions to the current situation and production supply responses in Russia and
Ukraine following the war and sanctions. As of beginning May 2022, wheat future markets
do not seem to expect price declines until after December 2023.4

Shiferaw, Bekele, Smale, Melinda, Braun, Hans-Joachim, Duveiller, Etienne, Reynolds, Mathew and Geoffrey
Muricho (2013). Crops that feed the world 10. Past successes and future challenges to the role played by wheat
in global food security. Food Security, 5: 291–317.
3
https://www.igc.int/en/markets/marketinfo-goi.aspx
4
Wall Street Journal Markets, Wheat Continuous Contract, https://www.wsj.com/marketdata/quotes/futures/W00/contracts, queried 10 May 2022
2
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Russia’s current production is largely unimpeded by the war in Ukraine. Under the 1936
Montreux Convention Regarding the Regime of the Straits, non-Black Sea powers cannot
enter the Black Sea through the Bosporus in Turkey, which means that Russia could
safeguard grain exports to some extent.
For next harvesting season the picture might be different. Russian farmers might have
challenges in sourcing certain inputs such as pesticides and seeds and might delay capital
investments. The war might also escalate which might hinder movement of ships, for instance
through the Mediterranean Sea to Africa. There are also other factors to account for such as
the weather. At present, many regions in the world are facing droughts including in Africa,
United States and Europe although Russia seems to be less affected.
Turning to Ukraine, wheat production and exports will almost certainly decline to a large
degree. Production declines would vary by region, from 20 to 70 percent. 5 One rather
positive estimate made at the end of April 2022 puts the decrease in cereals exports (wheat,
barley, maize) at around 25%.6 Even if production would keep up to some extent, it is not
sure whether this can be exported as Russia has slowly taken control of the Ukraine’s seaside.
With respect to global availability of wheat, global wheat stock levels are at much higher
levels than they were during previous crises in 2008 and 1996. In 2008, the world’s stock-toutilization ratio for wheat was around 22% and 18%+ for all cereals whereas it was 15.5% in
1996. At present it stands at around 37% for wheat and over 29% for cereals. However, many
stocks might not be available to world markets. A lot of grain is in Ukraine where it cannot
be moved out. Some countries have stocks but those would mainly serve domestic
populations (e.g. South Africa, Nigeria). China’s wheat stock appears to be the largest in the
world representing 46% of world total. Yet, the country does not have a history of exporting
wheat (it is a net wheat importer). Another major country with wheat stocks, Argentina,
applies a wheat export quota.7 On the upside, India has room for exports of around 15 million
tons: public wheat stocks are in the range of 25 million and were at 10 million tons in
previous down periods. But then, droughts might reduce this potential for India to supply
wheat markets. Australia appears to have a forecasted increase in stocks. EU, US and Russia
hold stocks which could be exported.

5

‘Ukraine 2022 spring sowing 20% complete – ministry’, Reuters, 21 April 2022,
https://www.reuters.com/article/ukraine-crisis-grains-sowing/ukraine-2022-spring-sowing-20-completeministry-idUSL2N2WJ0GN
6
‘Ukraine says Russia stole several hundred thousand metric tons of grain’, CNBC, 30 April 2022,
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/04/30/ukraine-says-russia-stole-several-hundred-thousand-metric-tons-ofgrain.html
7
‘Argentina raises 2022-2023 wheat export quota to 10 millions Tons’, Reuters, 19 March 2022,
https://www.agriculture.com/markets/newswire/argentina-raises-2022-2023-wheat-export-quota-to-10-mlntonnes
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Table: Forecasted opening and ending wheat stocks for 2021/2022 season
Country
Opening stock Ending stock
Ukraine
1.6
6.6
China
128.3
133
EU
11.2
13.7
Australia
4.2
6.4
Argentina
1.5
2.7
South Africa
1
1.1
Nigeria
0.7
0.7
Kazakhstan
1
0.8
Brazil
0.8
0.3
Turkey
5.2
4.5
Russia
12.8
11.9
Canada
5.7
3.7
US
23
18.6
India
27.4
21.6
Other countries 54.4
56
World total
278.8
281.6
Source: International Grains Council, queried 10 May 20228

Change in stock
+5
+4.7
+2.5
+2.2
+1.2
+0.1
0
-0.2
-0.5
-0.7
-0.9
-2
-4.4
-5.8
+1.6
+2.8

Overall international wheat markets appear to remain tight for at least another year. Any
downfall in production due to weather stresses might bring price levels higher than currently
priced in by markets.

Oil seeds
Ukraine is one the largest exporters of sunflower oil in the world, responsible for up to 46%
of sunflower-seed and safflower oil production. The second largest producer is Russia9.
While sunflower oil is very popular in Europe, this is not the case in Africa. At continental
level sunflower oil imports are relatively low with Ethiopia. Djibouti and Libya accounting
for 72% of Africa’s total imports of sunflower oil (around USD 850 million).
Yet, the Ukraine war is hitting Africa as substitutes for sunflower oil such as soy oil, palm oil
and peanut oil have become more expensive. Furthermore Indonesia, a major palm oil
exporter, has instituted export restrictions in a bid to stem domestic price increases that has
some ripple effects on the world market. Given that Indonesia’s palm oil production greatly
exceeds its domestic consumption its current export restriction is expected to be temporary.
Coupled with the fact that there is arguably a higher substitutability for oil seeds (compared
to wheat), oil seeds markets might become more stable towards the end of 2022.

Natural gas
European countries have set themselves to quickly reduce their reliance on Russian gas. In
the short term, it appears that Russia lacks the means to export this gas to other countries.
8

https://www.igc.int/en/markets/marketinfo-sd.aspx
‘How the Ukraine-Russia Conflict Will Raise the Price of Snack Foods’, TIME, 7 March 2022,
https://time.com/6155095/sunflower-oil-russia-ukraine/

9
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Europe’s policy means higher demand on the international gas market and since supplies
cannot directly adjust to this increased demand, the price of natural gas is likely to remain
high for the entire world.
In the medium term, Russia might be able to keep up its overall gas exports at current levels
but gas fields which currently serve Europe might continue to see a longer-term glut. Russia’s
annual exports to European countries is around 170 bcm.10 It has an ambitious plan to
increase its LNG export capacity with another 70 to 150 bcm by 2025, compared to 2021
levels. 11 Russia is also increasing pipeline exports to Turkey, and there is potential export
capacity of 15.75bcm with Turksteam 2 but it is unclear whether this capacity will be online
and/or utilized.12 Capacity utilization of the Power of Siberia pipeline could be increased by
28 bcm and a new Power of Siberia-2 pipeline towards China would have a capacity of
50bcm13, but these are connected with other fields than the Europe-directed pipelines.

Fertilizers
Russia is the world’s largest exporter of fertilizers, accounting for 23% of ammonia exports,
14% of urea exports, 10% of processed phosphate exports, and 21% of potash exports.14
Furthermore, Belarus also subject to Western sanctions, is a major potash exporter.15 Ukraine
is not a major fertilizer exporter.
It is generally assumed that fertilizer prices will be in tandem with international gas prices as
nitrogen derived from natural gas is the key input for nitrogen-based fertilizer. In other words,
fertilizer prices are expected to remain high as well for the time being. Even if gas prices
might dip, due to relative concentration in the trade and production of fertilizers elevated
prices can continue when commodity prices (e.g. wheat) remain high.16
The majority of Russia natural gas production is not destined for exports, but for domestic
production with a share of over half to 2/3 depending on sources and the year. Gas is used in
energy intensive industries such as power generation, production of aluminum and nitrogen
fertilizers. In the short to medium term, Russia could gear the gas it cannot export (in
particular from Europe connected field) towards domestic gas consumption to increase
production of exportable goods, including electricity, aluminum and fertilizer. An important

‘What if Russia cuts off gas to Europe? Three scenarios’, GIS Reports, 14 February 2022,
https://www.gisreportsonline.com/r/russia-europe-gas/
11
‘Energy Fact Sheet: Why does Russian oil and gas matter?’, International Energy Agency, 21 March 2022,
https://www.iea.org/articles/energy-fact-sheet-why-does-russian-oil-and-gas-matter
12
‘TurkStream 2 or Balkan Stream? Either way, Moscow is the main beneficiary’, Middle East Institute, 2
November 2020, https://www.mei.edu/publications/turkstream-2-or-balkan-stream-either-way-moscow-mainbeneficiary
13
‘Energy Fact Sheet: Why does Russian oil and gas matter?’, International Energy Agency, 21 March 2022,
https://www.iea.org/articles/energy-fact-sheet-why-does-russian-oil-and-gas-matter
14
Colussi, J., G. Schnitkey and C. Zulauf. "War in Ukraine and its Effect on Fertilizer Exports to Brazil and the
U.S.." farmdoc daily (12):34, Department of Agricultural and Consumer Economics, University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign, March 17, 2022, https://farmdocdaily.illinois.edu/2022/03/war-in-ukraine-and-its-effecton-fertilizer-exports-to-brazil-and-the-us.html
15
‘EU Proposes Sanctions on Main Belarus Potash Companies’, Bloomberg, 4 May 2022,
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2022-05-04/eu-proposes-sanctions-on-main-belarus-potashcompanies
16
‘Higher fertilizer prices not linked to natural gas’, Farm Progress, 12 January 2022,
https://www.farmprogress.com/farm-policy/higher-fertilizer-prices-not-linked-natural-gas
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implication of this scenario could be that the price of Russia’s (nitrogen) fertilizer could come
down for non-Western markets that do not apply sanctions.

Impacts on Africa
Wheat
Africa has a trade deficit with Russia with imports of USD 14.7 billion worth of goods and
exports to the tune of USD 3 billion in 2021.With regards to Africa’s imports from Russia,
the major product categories are cereals, mainly wheat (USD 3.5 billion, more than all
Africa’s export to Russia), mineral fuels, mainly petroleum oils (USD 2.9 billion) and
commodities not elsewhere specified (USD 2.6 billion)17.
The Top-5 importers of Russian cereals (measured in USD monetary values) in 2021 were
Egypt (USD 1.6 billion), Nigeria (USD 256 million), Libya (USD250 million), Sudan (USD
203 million) and Cameroon (USD 137 million). The Top-5 importers of Russian mineral
fuels in 2021 were Senegal (USD 1 billion), Morocco (USD 682 million), Nigeria (USD 504
million), Togo (USD 256 million) and Egypt (USD 141 million).
Russia is the most important wheat supplier for Africa, closely followed by the EU (both
around 1/3) and Ukraine to a lesser extent (12.5%). Together Ukraine and Russia account for
around 45% of Africa’s wheat imports.
Graph: Africa’s main wheat import origins (2018-2020)

Source: Author’s calculations based on ITC Trade Map
Note: measured in import value for HSCode 1001, for the years 2018-2020

17

It is likely that the values represented by HS Code 999999 also cover some energy or wheat purchases which
are sometimes of a confidential nature.
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The wheat import dependency18 on Russia/Ukraine and the distribution of imports between
Russia and Ukraine varies by country.
Graph – Africa’s wheat import dependency on Russia/Ukraine

Source: Author’s calculations based on ITC TradeMap
Notes: Based on average values during 2018-2020. Import dependency is measured in terms
of value. African countries not listed have no recorded imports from either Russia or Ukraine.
All net wheat importing African countries will be hit hard due to higher prices and possibly
unavailability with those most dependent on imports from Ukraine would be hit hardest. In
case of a significant reduction of 75% in wheat imports from Ukraine and assuming no
change in imports from Russia, Africa would face an import gap of around 3.5 million Tons
for which alternative suppliers would need be sought. However, if imports from Russia were
to decline as well, this amount would increase dramatically, with 1.2 million Tons increase in
import gap for each 10 percentage points decrease in imports.

Wheat import dependency usually refers to dependency on imports for the unprocessed wheat. However, there
are many other products that are directly derived from wheat such as wheat flour, wheat bran, groats of wheat
and wheat starch or may embed a high proportion of wheat such as pasta, cornflakes and biscuits. For Africa,
the imported value of unprocessed wheat far exceeds the combined value of products that derived from/embed
wheat. A major exception is Somalia which imports uncooked pasta in large quantities (HS code 190219).

18
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Importers
Africa
Egypt
Morocco
Tunisia
Libya
Sudan
Ethiopia
Nigeria
Kenya

Wheat import gap (Thousands of Tonnes) in different scenarios
Reduction of 10% of wheat
No change in imports from Russia
imports from Russia
UA UA 33.3%
UA 50%
UA 75%
33.3%
UA 50%
UA 75%
Import
Import
Import
Import
Import
Import
Reduction Reduction Reduction Reduction Reduction Reduction
1,532
2,322
3,483
2,743
3,533
4,694
595
902
1,353
1,109
1,416
1,867
240
364
546
263
386
568
217
328
492
226
338
502
119
180
270
134
195
285
29
44
66
230
245
267
99
150
224
117
168
242
28
42
63
137
151
173
37
56
84
84
103
131

Source: Author’s calculations based on ITC TradeMap
Notes: UA stands for Ukraine. Based on 2018-2020 import values assuming an average
import price of USD 333.3 / Tons during that period

Fertilizer
Increases in fertilizer prices may have devastating consequences on short-term production for
the next season. Some estimate that food production in Africa could fall by at least one-third
because of reduced fertilizer imports.19 Anecdotal evidence shows that farmers are reducing
fertilizer use, are considering other crops using less fertilizer, reduce acreage or even stop
farming for the market altogether.20 Staple foods such as wheat and maize as well as certain
vegetables (e.g. cabbages) have a relatively high fertilizer use and the aggregate of decisions
by farmers based on current fertilizer prices versus expected sales prices could result in lower
production of such crops.
On continental level, Africa produces considerable amounts of nitrogen fertilizer (in
particular Egypt, Algeria, Morocco) and phosphate fertilizers (in particular Morocco).
Interestingly, even before the current crisis, Africa’s demand for fertilizer was lower than its
production, in particular for nitrogen fertilizer and phosphates.21 The FAO estimates that
Africa’s demand for fertilizer is lower than its production, but higher for potassium. This
implies that Africa could be self-sufficient for most types of inorganic fertilizers except for
potassium, but that other factors prevent this which may include the price of inorganic
fertilizers, lack of marketing by African producers in African destination markets and/or trade
costs.

‘This War Will Claim More Lives through Hunger in Africa than Violence in Ukraine’, IFDC, 25 April 2022,
https://ifdc.org/2022/04/25/this-war-will-claim-more-lives-through-hunger-in-africa-than-violence-in-ukraine/
20
https://news.yahoo.com/russian-war-worsens-fertilizer-crunch-062017391.html
21
FAO World fertilizer trends and outlook to 2022, https://www.fao.org/3/ca6746en/ca6746en.pdf
19
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Natural gas
At present, Africa’s LNG infrastructure is mainly constructed to serve exports to outside
Africa Investment in LNG import infrastructure is an emerging trend especially for purposes
of domestic power generation.22 Ghana’s Tema LNG Terminal, could be on-line this or next
year.23 South Africa is assessing the potential for establishing the country's first LNG import
and distribution terminal at the Ngqura (Coega) deepwater port in the Eastern Cape. 24
Mozambique’s LNG terminal in Matola harbour, is expected to receive its first shipments of
gas by 2025.25
In the medium term, increases in LNG export and import facilities around the world enabling
more trade could contribute to a stabilization in gas prices. This trend would provide great
potential for intra-African trade in natural gas as well as outlets for Russia’s newly built LNG
export capacity.

Export opportunities
The current situation could present opportunities for Africa to increase exports to Western
countries26 (as they redirect imports from Russia to other countries) as well as to Russia (as
Russia could redirect imports from the West to other countries.

Opportunities to increase exports to the West?
Western countries imported USD 49.2 billion worth of products from Russia for which Africa
has a positive trade balance. This seems to offer a massive opportunity for African countries
to increase exports of these products to the West. However, the most of them are goods with
no or little processing. It is also likely that the West would seek to make new investments in
Africa with a view to accessing and importing raw materials from Africa.
Table: Africa’s indicative export opportunities to the West

Product category
Precious stones / metals, including
gold, diamonds, palladium, rhodium,
iridium, platinum

Western imports from Russia where Africa has
positive trade balance
(Average 2019-2021, USD Thousands)
20,703,342

http://www.gasprocessingnews.com/columns/202102/regional-focus-developing-lng-infrastructure-for-westafrica%E2%80%99s-gas-to-power-push.asp
23
https://www.africaintelligence.com/oil--gas_corporate-strategy/2022/03/09/ambitious-tema-lng-terminal-stillnot-operational,109739035-bre
24
‘South Africa issues RFI for LNG terminal’, Argus, 21 November 2021,
https://www.argusmedia.com/en/news/2271783-south-africa-issues-rfi-for-lng-terminal
25
‘South Africa's Gigajoule expects to import first LNG cargo at new Mozambique terminal by mid-2025’,
Reuters, 3 March 2022, https://www.reuters.com/article/safrica-lng-gigajoule-idINL8N2V57C7
26
The ‘West’/’Western countries’ is defined here as United States, Canada, European Union, other European
countries and Japan. These countries have imposed the most severe sanctions on Russia.
22
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Mineral fuels, including natural gas,
coal and oil
Aluminum
Nickel
Iron and steel
Copper
Fish
Ores, slag and ash
Fertilizers
Wood

14,828,423
2,387,817
1,560,815
1,515,716
1,370,908
1,162,919
1,106,890
605,327
549,073

In the case of EU, Africa can expect increased EU interest in ‘critical’ raw materials such as
palladium, vanadium, phosphate rock and aluminum for which it has had a high dependency
on Russia. Also, the West would likely push for increased natural gas production, with
countries with large untapped reservices such as Mozambique in the spotlight. If wellmanaged this can create opportunities for African countries it is not without risks including
environmental degradation, increase in local or regional conflicts and governance issues.
Table: EU critical raw materials which are currently supplied by African countries
Critical raw
material

Usage

Palladium

pollution control
devices for cars,
aerospace industry
Steel industry
Mineral fertilizer,
animal feed
Multiple products
Multiple products

Vanadium
Phosphate rock
Aluminum
Cobalt

EU sourcing from
Russia/Ukraine
(% of total EU
sourcing)
40% (Russia)

Major African
suppliers

32% (Russia)
20% (Russia)

South Africa
Morocco

South Africa

17% (Russia)
5% (Russia)

Mozambique
Zambia,
Madagascar
(refined cobalt)
Natural graphite
Refractories, batteries 4% (Ukraine)
Zimbabwe,
Madagascar
Titanium
Paints, polymers,
5% (Ukraine)
South Africa,
aerospace
Mozambique
Source: https://rmis.jrc.ec.europa.eu/uploads/CRM_2020_Factsheets_critical_Final.pdf

Opportunities to increase exports to Russia?
Currently Africa’s exports to Russia are relatively limited at around USD 3 billion per year.
Agricultural products account for around 60% of export value (mainly edible fruits and
vegetables and cocoa). Africa’s main exports imports of non-agricultural products from
Africa include apparel (5.7%), inorganic chemicals (4.3%) and vehicles (3.9%).

12

Russia might redirect imports from the West to other origin markets. This could imply export
opportunities for African countries. Russia imported USD 19.1 billion worth of products from
the West for which Africa has a positive trade balance. Assuming Africa could get 10% of
that amount it could increase its annual exports from USD3 billion exports to USD 5.9 billion,
an almost twofold increase.
A large slice relates to the vehicle industry for which it is difficult whether Africa could
benefit from a possible reshuffling of the supply chains in that industry. Northern Africa
might be best positioned as transit times with Russia through the Black Sea are relatively
short.
Besides vehicles there are other goods where Africa could increase exports, including articles
of iron and steel, beverages, copper products and plastics products. Compared to the export
opportunities to the West, Russia seems to offer more opportunities for industrialization and
local value addition as products involved have a higher level of processing.
Table: Africa’s indicative export opportunities to Russia

Product category
Vehicles (e.g. motor vehicles, road tractors)
Machinery (e.g. engines)
Articles of iron or steel
Essential oils and resinoids; perfumery, cosmetic
or toilet preparations
Beverages, spirits and vinegar
Soap, organic surface-active agents, washing
preparations, waxes
Oilseeds (sunflowerseed, sugar beet seeds)
Copper and articles thereof including copper
mattes; cement copper (precipitated copper)
Plastics and articles thereof (e.g. flexible tubes,
polypropylene, polyesters)
Miscellaneous chemical products (e.g. catalysts,
disinfectants, paint or varnish removers)
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Russia imports from the West of
products where Africa has positive
trade balance
(Average 2019-2021, USD Thousands)
5,620,569
2,682,330
1,308,672
1,088,243
972,046
535,894
424,734
404,306
356,134
325,791

Possible policy responses
Food security
Food insecurity is a serious concern especially for the 2022/2023 season. Policy actions
required to mitigate any potential famine which might arise and to build resilience for
future. Dependency on food aid is not desirable especially as development assistance
Africa will remain stagnant or decrease with Ukraine having the main attention of
Western world.
Possible policy response
Short term
Explore purchases from countries that
currently maintain large wheat stocks such
as India or China while ensuring that
imported wheat meets relevant quality
standards.

Explore substitution of wheat for other
products (rice, millet, cassava, beans, sweet
potatoes) including encouraging the use of
local substitutes in production of bread and
other products containing a large amount of
wheat.
Promote intra-African trade in wheat and
fertilizer and other soil improvement
products and their supply chains through
reduction in tariffs and other restrictive
measures on imports from other African
countries

are
the
for
the

Comment
Africa’s overall shortfall in the short term
appears to be relatively small at around 3.5
million Tons in view of currently existing
global food security stocks, based on several
assumptions (in particular, Russian and EU
wheat imports would not be impacted). A
group of interested African governments
possibly with support at continental level
(AU Commission) could negotiate with
such countries holding wheat reserves.
This is already happening, for instance in
Cameroon and South Africa and could be
supported by governments27

A list with relevant products should be
identified. Such initiative could take place
in the context of implementation of the tariff
schedules under the African Continental
Free Trade Area (AfCFTA).
AU Ministers of Agriculture recommended
in 2006 the elimination of taxes and tariffs
on fertilizer and on fertilizer raw
materials.28
Agricultural ‘waste’ products can also be
used as alternative fertilizer or soil

This is already happening, for instance in Cameroon and South Africa. ‘Cameroonians munch on sweet potato
bread as wheat prices surge’, Africanews, 31 March 2022,
https://www.africanews.com/2022/03/31/cameroonians-munch-on-sweet-potato-bread-as-wheat-prices-surge/;
‘As Wheat Prices Soar, Africa Pivots to Cheaper Alternatives’, Bloomberg, 8 May 2022,
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/features/2022-05-08/as-wheat-prices-soar-africa-turns-to-cheaper-grains
28
Abuja Declaration on Fertilizer for the African Green Revolution, https://www.afdb.org/en/topics-andsectors/initiatives-partnerships/africa-fertilizer-financing-mechanism/about-affm/abuja-declaration
27
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Possible policy response

Medium term
African countries to explore long term
supply contracts with Russia for wheat and
fertilizers, and Belarus for potassium
fertilizers

Propose an agreement to stabilize global
wheat markets. Such agreement could
contain one or more of the following
elements: supply or price commitments by
parties, maximum export prices,
technical/financial assistance to increase
wheat production and export financing by
banks located in parties to such agreement

Long term
Increase domestic investment in wheat
production and accompanying infrastructure
like irrigation and roads.

Increase domestic investment in processed
wheat products
Investment in fertilizer plants especially in
countries with increasing natural gas
production and fertilizer granulation plants

Comment
improvement product, including peanut
cake, none meal, coconut coir, cottonseed
meal, fish meal, mushroom spawn and
alfalfa (lucerne) meal and pellets.

Russia and Belarus remain important
players in wheat and fertilizer markets and
may guarantee supply. In particular for
wheat, Russia is the most important import
partner for Africa and has some reserves
which it could utilize for (additional)
exports
Could be proposed in WTO or in other fora
with major wheat producers such as BRICS.
Would provide a more predictable solution
which is especially important for African
net food importing developing countries
(NFIDCs). A multilateral initiative at the
WTO, or if not possible a plurilateral
initiative outside WTO could facilitate
exports by BRICS (and any other
developing country wheat producer that
might want to join such initiative).
Especially in the case of land-surplus
economies such as Mozambique, Zambia,
Angola, Zimbabwe, Madagascar and
Tanzania with current low population
density may consider putting new land
under wheat cultivation. This will however
require complementary investment in roads,
irrigation, storage and marketing systems.
Care should however be exercised to ensure
that such expansion will not cause
undesirable environmental and social
tradeoffs.29
Processed wheat products like pasta or
noodles may be stored a longer time.

29

See also Negessa et al., 'The Potential for Wheat Production in Africa: Analysis of Biophysical Suitability and
Economic Profitability', CIMMYT/IFRI, July 2013,
https://repository.cimmyt.org/xmlui/bitstream/handle/10883/4015/97365.pdf
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Possible policy response
in countries with high need for fertilizer
Improve collection and use of animal
manure, and where feasible humanure, to
produce biogas and fertilizer

Comment
Animal manure and humanure may be used
as fertilizer and can be used to produce
biogas30

Export opportunities
With respect to export opportunities, Western countries are likely to increase their demand of
Africa’s energy and critical raw materials in particular those imported in relatively sizeable
quantities from Russia and/or Ukraine. This would increase investment on the continent and
present export opportunities. On the other hand, if not well managed this might lead to
resource curses, fuel (existing) instability and conflicts and/or environmental degradation.



Ensure that investment in enhanced production and greenfield projects are in line with
domestic policy objectives
Review investment policy frameworks including domestic laws, international investment
agreements and the Investment Protocol currently under negotiation under the African
Continental Free Trade Area to ensure a good balance between investors and community
interests.

Russia might also change some imports from the West to other origins which could present
export opportunities for Africa.



Further explore potential export opportunities especially for sectors identified in this
paper including beverages, soaps, copper products and plastics.
Northern African countries to explore whether parts of the vehicle industry supply
chain could be attracted

30

See for example ‘In One End and Out the Burner’, Slate, 10 October 2008,
https://slate.com/technology/2008/10/the-big-necessity-in-one-end-and-out-the-burner.html
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